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 Hi Raji, Thank you for sharing your problem and giving the attachment. I am unable to download the pdf as I am not connected to the internet. The attachment you have shared gives information on the recitation of the Sandhyavandanam. It is a Pada or a page in the form of a book. Please open the attachment and check if it can be downloaded. If it is not, do let me know and I will see if I can resolve
your problem. Raji, The audio you have shared for the Pada has had some versioning. Please try the following before giving up. In the top of the PDF, it says " VERSION ", change it to " VERSION: 1.0.6.0". Now, you should be able to download and open the PDF without downloading. Thanks, Hi Raji, The audio you have shared for the Pada has had some versioning. Please try the following before

giving up. In the top of the PDF, it says " VERSION ", change it to " VERSION: 1.0.6.0". Now, you should be able to download and open the PDF without downloading. Thanks, I suggest that you download the PDF from this link, and once you download it, open it. This PDF is in Tamil and you would need to learn Tamil in order to understand it and recite it. You will be able to figure out which
verses are from which scripture. However, if you wish to learn it in the Tamil you can download it in the following link and open it. It can be recited in English as well as in Tamil. Hello Sir, Thank you for your support, i have a mail from kumar vyas if you are interested in learning this vedha sandhyavandanam. But the audio is only in tamil, kindly let me know if 82157476af
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